Report by the Sports Director H. Bouchoms
CSIT Congress - 21 October 2016

Tallink Hotel ****
Riga - Latvia
Inform the Congress about

• Vacant TC positions
• Past and coming Championships 2017
• Amendment General Regulations & Sports regulations
• Results of the TC meeting
• New CSIT Anti Doping Policy
• Changes of CSIT Articles
• Fair Play
Vacancies in TCs

Which positions are (still) open:

• Basketball – secretary
• Swimming – candidate found
  – Roberto Vecchino of AICS – Italy
  • Approval by the congress
Vacancies in TCs

Which position is open:

• Volleyball
  – Mutation: Secretary Volleyball > Chairman
  – Chairman: Thierry Delonchamp – FSGT - France
  – Vacancy: Secretary
Vacancies in TCs

Call to the full members of CSIT

• Candidate your sports expert for a position in the TCs
• Election for TCs are in 2017
Past and coming Championships

CSIT Swimming Championships

• 4 – 9 May 2016
• Union: NCS
• The Netherlands
• 5 countries
• 6 member unions
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Past and coming Championships

CSIT Pétanque Championships

- 2 – 8 October 2016
- Union: ONCST
- Place: Monastir – Tunisia
- 4 countries – 1 cancelled
- 4 member unions
Past and coming Championships

CSIT Tennis Championships

- 12 – 18 November 2016
- Union: INDET
- Place: Puebla
- Mexico
Word of thanks you

— NCS, the Netherlands
— ONCST, Tunisia
— INDET, Mexico

On behalf of CSIT, its TCs and athletes thank you very much for your hospitality and hosting CSIT championships
Amendment General Regulations

- **Implement the effect of Fair Play**
  - Chapter 1 under A3
  - New Chapter 5 Fair Play

- **Social media and visibility of CSIT**
  - Chapter 1 under A3
  - Chapter 3 under H 1.j and H 2.i
Amendment General Regulations

• Incompatibility of TC functions
  • Chapter 3 under 15

• Cancelation policy for Championships
  • Chapter 4 under I 2
Amendment General Regulations

• Invitation of athletes for a doping test
  • Chapter 4 under N 4
    – Impact of the new CSIT Anti Doping Policy

• Cosmetic changes
  – Failures in writing or incorrect links.
Amendment Sports Regulations

• **Impact of implementation of Fair Play**
  – Every sports regulations should implement an article regarding Fair Play and referring to Chapter 5 of the General Regulations

• **Small changes regarding sports rules**
  – Update regarding international regulations
Congress approval

Approval by the congress of accepting

• The CSIT Technical Commissions and Championships General Regulations V 2016

• Different sports regulations
Results of the TC meeting

• Good discussions
• Accepting of rules and ADP
• Workshop about online platform
• Postponing activities of TC Gymnastics
• Contribution by Dr. Timothy W. Ray
• Meet the sports experts of Latvia
• No sports calendar for 2017
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CSIT Anti Doping Policy

Implementation WADA code 2016

• CSIT is IOC recognised
• Into CSIT Anti Doping Policy (ADP)
  – CSIT is a typical amateur organisation
  – ADP must fit character of CSIT
• SportAccord helps CSIT
• Approved by WADA
CSIT Anti Doping Policy

• Adopted ADP at the Excom meeting of June 2016
• CSIT Anti Doping Policy is part of our sport events
• Doping test
• WSG 2017 will be organised following ADP
CSIT Articles

• Change related to the Article:
  – Anti Doping Commission (article 16)
    • Impact of the new Anti Doping Policy

• Request to the congress to approve the modifications in the Articles of CSIT
FAIR PLAY

Perhaps the only way
Imagine......

Athletes and spectators:
• Respect values as tolerance, solidarity and joy

Imagine......
• Contribute the referee to make fair ruling
Imagine......

Athletes and spectators:
• Show special support and encouragement with go-players
Imagine......
• Behaving responsible
Imagine......

Athletes and spectators:

• Say no to racism, drugs and doping

Imagine......

• Promote sustainable development
Imagine......
The answer

This is the world of:

Fair Play

This is our world of CSIT
Implementation Fair Play
Working Group Green Card

Established October 2015

Members

• Wolfgang Böhm – ASKÖ, Austria
• Josette Salvodelli – FSGT, France
• Anu Rajajärvi – TUL, Finland
• Yves Richard – AFSTB, Belgium
• Henk Bouchoms – NCS, the Netherlands
Process of work

Let's do things first time right

• What is the best approach
• Get help from EFPM

Assumptions

• Anchor Fair Play in our regulations
• Easy to execute in championships
• Make it visible in our organisations & events
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Implementation Fair Play

Step by step

• Present at CSIT Congress 2016
• Make interviews
• Report in the congress
• Launch at WSG 2017
Implementation Fair Play

Special thanks to:

European Fair Play Movement
• Mrs. Katarina Raczova
• Mrs. Katarina Lokza
• Mr. Christian Hinterberger
Pilot Fair Play at the WSG 2015

Athletes were awarded

Closing ceremony hand out of Fair Play Cup

• Best team
• Best male
• Best female
Pilot Fair Play at the WSG 2015

Conclusion

• Added value for CSIT and its events
• Distinctive to other (international) sports organisation
• Logical step when knowing aims of CSIT
• National unions can implement as well
  – Following bases of CSIT
Tangibility of Fair Play in CSIT

Promote Fair Play

• Website CSIT
• Invitations for WSG of 2017
• Use of social media
• Produce posters, brochure, give-aways
• By interviews
Interviews

• What is the meaning of Fair Play to you?

• During lunch break you could be invited for a short video
Last but not least

Mrs. Katarina Raczova
European Fair Play Movement